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A B S T R A C T

The paper presents a large scale overlapping generation model with heterogeneous agents,
where the household is the decision unit. We calibrate the model for three European coun-
tries – France, Italy and Sweden – which show marked differences in the design of some
public programmes. We examine the properties in terms of annual and life cycle redistribu-
tion of a number of tax-benefit programmes, by studying the impact of removing from our
model economies some or all of them. We find that whether one considers a life cycle or
an annual horizon, and whether behavioural responses are accounted for or not, has a large
impact on the results. The model may provide useful insights for policy makers on which kind
of reforms are more likely to achieve specific equity objectives.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Most of the public sector interventions in the economy are justified by redistributive goals. The set of tools employed to this
end is typically large, including several tax and transfer programmes with complex interactions among them, and, in some cases,
potentially offsetting effects. These interventions are typically motivated by inequality in income, based on annual measures.
However inequality in living standards is more appropriately captured by the distribution of life cycle income and it is known
that measures of annual and life cycle incomes are remarkably different (Aaberge and Mogstad, 2012).

Due to such complexities, a full understanding of the redistributive impact of public sector intervention is hard to obtain
both theoretically and empirically. Theoretical contributions typically focus on one programme at the time, while the modelling
of indirect effects on other programmes is usually stylised. From the empirical perspective, addressing these questions is highly
demanding in terms of data availability. In particular, longitudinal data are rarely sufficiently rich to allow an estimate of life
cycle income redistribution.1
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1 Aaberge and Mogstad (2012) use longitudinal data to measure life cycle income inequality. However they do not assess how life cycle income inequality is
affected by public policies.
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We propose a large scale overlapping generation (OLG) model with intragenerational heterogeneity and with a comprehen-
sive description of public sector intervention.2 In particular, we consider personal income tax, consumption tax, capital income
tax, social contributions, pension benefits, health care, child benefit, subsidy to daycare, and income support. We model these
policies for three European countries: France, Italy and Sweden. Ideally, one would like to compare the size of redistribution
across countries which are as similar as possible in terms of overall level of public intervention, but sufficiently different in terms
of its composition. A comparison among France, Italy and Sweden seems to have these properties, to a reasonable extent. In 2013
the ratio of public expenditure over GDP ranged between 51% of Italy to 57% of France (Eurostat database3 ). On the other hand,
the three systems show some crucial differences. In the typical categorisation of welfare states (Barr, 2004) the three countries
belong to three different groups: conservative/corporatist (France), Mediterranean (Italy), and social-democratic (Sweden). The
composition of social expenditures is quite different across countries, with Italy spending much more on pensions and less on
other transfers than the other two countries. On the revenues side, the tax unit for personal income taxation is the family in
France, whereas it is the individual in Italy and Sweden. Given that the family is the decision unit in our model, the impli-
cations of this difference are particularly interesting to explore. Finally, the fact that social contributions in Italy fund almost
exclusively pensions, whereas they also fund other programmes in France and Sweden, may also bear relevant redistributive
implications.

In this paper we describe the characteristics of the model and we show that it performs well in matching some relevant real
world data on some non-calibrated outcomes. We simulate the model to explore the annual and life cycle redistributive effects
of the main tax and expenditure programmes. The results of this exercise may be relevant to policy-makers wishing to identify
the most appropriate reform to target annual or life cycle inequality. We find that life cycle redistribution is generally much
lower than annual redistribution, and that ignoring behavioural responses may severely bias the analysis of redistribution.

Heterogenous agents OLG models have already been used to assess the impact of policy reforms. For example,
İmrohoroglu et al. (1995), Imrohoroglu et al. (1999), Huggett and Ventura (1999), Nishiyama and Smetters (2007), Fehr and
Habermann (2008), and Fehr et al. (2013) study the effect of pension reforms. Ventura (1999), Conesa and Krueger (2006) and
Erosa and Koreshkova (2007) analyse the effects of progressive taxation, Nishiyama and Smetters (2005) focus on consumption
taxation, and Conesa et al. (2009) study capital income taxation. A recent, relevant trend in computabale overlapping gener-
ations models is the expansion of the heterogeneity dimensions, well beyond age and individual productivity, to include for
example gender, marital status and the number of children. Models featuring these additional sources of heterogeneity have
already been used to study both pension reforms (Fehr et al., 2012; Hong and Rios-Rull, 2007) and tax reforms (Guner et al.,
2012a,b). Our framework also includes these modelling features, i.e. we explicitly introduce in the model gender, marital status
and the number of children.

Our analysis has three distinctive features. The first feature is the large number of policies that are simultaneously included
in the model. We think that the inclusion of a wide range of taxes and transfers is important not only to study the “overall”
redistributive impact of public intervention; it also matters because the impact of a specific programme is likely to depend on the
characteristics of the other programmes that are in place. In other terms, complementarities/ substitutabilities between different
transfers and taxes might exist and ignoring them is a potential source of bias. The second feature is that we devote specific
attention to the difference between annual and life cycle redistribution. The third feature is that we apply our model to three
European countries: France, Italy and Sweden. To the best of our knowledge, heterogeneous agents computable overlapping
generations models have not been used to study the impact of public policies in Italy and France; for Sweden, we are aware of
the work by Domeij and Klein (2002), whose focus is on the pension system only.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the model. Section 3 provides information on the setting of the
model parameters. In Section 4 we report results of some numerical experiments on different policy reforms. Finally, we report
some concluding remarks in Section 5. Additional information concerning solution methods and calibration are provided in the
Appendix.

2. The model

We consider a small open economy populated by J̄ overlapping generations. We denote by j =
{

1, 2, . . . , JR, . . . , J̄
}

the age

of an individual, where JR is the exogenously fixed retirement age and J̄ is the maximum age that can be reached. Individuals
may die before age J̄, according to a survival probability that will be later specified. We assume that the size of each newborn

2 Another popular tool for the analysis of the redistributive impact of public policies is tax-benefit microsimulation (see, for example, Bourguignon and
Spadaro, 2006 for an overview). Computational constraints typically prevent OLG models to have the same level of heterogeneity as in microsimulation models.
However, in OLG models behavioural responses are structural, while this is not necessarily the case in microsimulation models. Moreover, computable overlap-
ping generations models also provide the opportunity to extend the analysis of inequality to the inter-generational dimension and to take general equilibrium
effects into account.

3 Available at http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database.
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